
As working from home becomes the new norm, exposure to cybercrime 
has risen at an alarming rate. Personal home networks are much less 

secure than the organized network infrastructure used in offices. This has 
led to the daily number of cyber security complaints reported to the FBI 

increasing by over 300% since the start of the pandemic.

Cyber security complaints have QUADRUPLED 
each day since the start of the pandemic.

98%
of cyber attacks rely on 

Social Engineering.

6 TRILLION 
Cyber crime cost in 
damages by 2021.

Click here to learn more about how COVID-19 has impacted 
the Professional Lines and Cyber insurance marketplace.

It can take a 
company up to

SIX (6)
MONTHS 
to notice a data breach

43% 
of all cyber attacks  

target small 
businesses

60%
of small businesses 

that fall victim go out  
of business within  

6 months

90%
of small businesses 
do not have Cyber 

Insurance

CORPORATIONS AREN’T THE ONLY ONES AT RISK.
Small businesses are seeing even higher exposure to cyber crime as they 

transition to hands-free digital transaction models. 

VALUED-ADDED RESOURCES
We offer top risk evaluation tools and resources, including benchmarking. AmWINS’ proprietary Cyber 
Benchmarking tool assists in making policy limit purchasing decisions by analyzing data from thousands of Cyber 
Liability placements made by AmWINS. The tool helps determine what limit and premium are reasonable relative 
to peer companies within a similar industry and revenue size. We can also supplement our own data with analytics 
from Advisen’s Cyber OverVue.

PROPRIETARY CYBER INSURANCE PRODUCTS
Your clients need an insurance solution that’s as unique as they are. That’s why AmWINS offers numerous 
proprietary products that are tailored to the specific needs of niche industry groups as well as exclusive 
amendatory endorsements for any class of business.

Silent Cyber Incidents: CyberUP is the market’s first modern Cyber Umbrella policy designed to affirmatively 
protect insureds against silent cyber incidents. This exclusive policy provides coverage without overlapping 
other policies by dropping down to respond to a loss. 

Small Cyber Accounts: AmWINS offers rapid quote capabilities for small Cyber accounts using various portals 
and rating tools. This includes CyberNow, which is an online portal that allows retailers to obtain their own 
admitted quote in under three minutes. 

Contractors: Contractors Blueprint is a package policy designed specifically for the contracting sector that 
includes coverage for E&O, Pollution, EPL and Cyber exposures.

Film and Television Industry: Cyber product designed to address the financial impact associated with studio 
productions being leaked ahead of their scheduled release dates.

Hospitals, Healthcare Providers and State Hospital Associations: Exclusive cyber program with table-top risk 
assessment features unique to each insured, risk mitigation consultation, and a simple one-page application. 
Available to hospitals, healthcare providers and state hospital associations nationwide (admitted in most states). 

Manufacturers: Manufacturers Blueprint is a package policy designed specifically for the manufacturing sector 
that includes coverage for E&O, Product Recall, EPL, Cyber, Media and Warranty exposures.

Premier – Special Healthcare Purchasing Group Program: Innovative insurance solutions and customized 
products and services for Premier members and the healthcare industry at large including Professional Liability, 
Data Privacy Liability, and Executive Liability. 

AMWINS’ CYBER INSURANCE EXPERTISE
As a leading Cyber risk wholesaler, AmWINS partners with retailers to place 
the right level of Cyber insurance coverage for a wide range of account sizes 
and complexities – from small business to fortune 500. 

ON YOUR TEAM.

EXCLUSIVE SOCIAL ENGINEERING SOLUTION
In partnership with AXIS, a leading Crime insurance carrier, AmWINS has developed 
a solution specifically tailored to address losses from social engineering attacks. This 
solution offers limits up to $10M for social engineering (subject to underwriting criteria), 
policy language that responds to social engineering fraud losses, and free social 
engineering training for employees as well as a significant discount for higher level 
training from the world’s largest security awareness training provider.

For more information, contact your AmWINS Professional Lines broker or 
David Lewison, national Professional Lines practice leader for AmWINS.

COVID-19 LEADS TO 
CYBERCRIME CHAOS
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